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自考网校 免费试听.自考名师.课件更新.报名演示.学习卡. 最权威的师资阵容 

  最及时的在线答疑 

     全程视频授课，反复观看 不限次数 

自考 365 网校数百门课程全面招生！ 

基础班＋串讲班 祝您成功每一天！ 

      

郭建华  韩旺辰  郝玉柱 张旭娟  孙茂竹 白薇 

 

全国 2005 年 10 月高等教育自学考试 

英语写作试题 

课程代码：00603 

Ⅰ.Supply the missing paragraph(20 points) 

The following passage is incomplete with one body paragraph missing. Study the passage 

carefully and write the missing paragraph in about 100 words. Make sure that your tone and 

diction are in unity with the passage provided. 

Mall People 

    Having fun at entertainment centers can exhaust one’s pocket money or bank account. By the 

time a person has ridden the Ferris Wheel, the Crazy Mouse, Roller Coaster, and played video 

games, he may have little money left to buy movie tickets or eat a substantial dinner. As a result, 

he may turn from winning, dining and moviegoing to the nearby free-parking, free-admission 

shopping malls. Indeed, shopping malls are not just a paradise for youngsters; it can offer much to 

all. Teenagers, lovers on dates, and the nuclear family can all be observed having a good time at 

this alternative recreation spot. 

    First of all, teenagers are the largest group of mallgoers. The boys saunter by in sneakers, 

T-shirts, and blue jeans, complete with a package of cigarettes sticking out of their pockets. The 

girls stumble along in high-heeled shoes and fancy hairstyles, with hairbrushes tucked in the rear 

pockets of their tight-fitting designer jeans. Traveling in a gang that resembles a wolf pack, the 

teenagers make the shopping mall their hunting ground. Their raised voices, loud laughter and 

occasional shouted obscenities can be heard from as for as half a mile away. They basically just 

come to “hang out”. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

    Apart from teenagers and lovers, nuclear family members can also be identified as the largest 

group of mallgoers. Mom, Dad and little Jenny of Fred, visit the mall on Friday and Saturday 

evenings. Mom walks around looking at various things until she discovers that Jenny is seeing 

some of the special mall exhibits geared toward little children, or in the case of Fred, he is heading 
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for the place that young boys find appealing. Indeed, the mall provides something special for 

every member of the nuclear family. 

    In a word, the teenagers, lovers on dates, and the nuclear family make up the majority of 

mallgoers. There are also gray-hairs, whose attention may suddenly be caught by some modern 

gadgets. These people may end up spending little money, but they need not purchase anything to 

find pleasure at the mall. They are shopping for inexpensive recreation, and the mall provides it. 

Ⅱ.Write and outline (20 points) 

Read the following passage carefully and compose a “topic outline” for it. 

Send in the Clones 

    “Scientists have made a breakthrough to clone a human being”, as one TV newsman put it. 

While his description was off the mark, the real news was almost as fantastic: researchers at 

George Washington University split single human embryos into identical copies, a technology that 

has sparked a storm of controversy around the world. 

    Claiming they began the experiments to spur a debate, the researchers got more than they 

bargained for. The Vatican condemned the technology as evil; one German magazine called the 

research “immoral”, and sociologists in the U.S. disagreed hotly over whether the technology 

should be offered to infertile couples, couples incapable of having children. 

    The news left people wondering what the technology is all about. Actually what the 

researchers did was to extend a technique that has been used in livestock for more than a decade. 

The physicians used tube fertilization technology to create 17 human embryos in a laboratory. 

When the embryos had grown enough to contain 2-8 cells, the researchers separated them into 48 

cells. Two of the separated cells survived for a few days in the lab, developing into new human 

embryos smaller than the head of a pin. 

    Though no great technical feat, the procedure opens a range of unsettling possibilities. For 

example, parents could have one embryo implanted in the mother’s womb and store its identical 

siblings indefinitely. The spare embryos could be implanted later, allowing parents to create a 

family of identical children of different ages. Spare embryos could also be sold to other families, 

who could see from an already born child how their embryo would turn out. Even more bizarre, a 

woman conceived from a split embryo could give birth to her own twin. 

    Such scenarios raise painful issues about the rights of parents and meaning of individuality. 

Some sociologists maintain that parents have the right to do with embryos what they will, 

including having twins born years apart. But others fear that the procedure unacceptably alters 
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what it means to be human being, especially when the younger twins are forced to see older 

versions of themselves. 

    Amid the controversy, one thing seems certain: the experiments will continue. While cloning 

is forbidden in Germany, fertility research is proceeding in the U.S. without federal regulations. 

But researchers must obtain approval from their hospital board. Without federal oversight, the 

highly competitive fertility business may soon use the new technology to attract clients. As a 

doctor told the scientific journal Science, “It was just a matter of time.” 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Ⅲ.Compose an essay(60 points) 

More and more college students are now renting apartments outside campus instead of living in 

students’ dorms. Write a 300-word expository essay about your preference and reasons. 

______________________________________________________________________ 


